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ABSTRACT
The presented thesis study examines the relationship between interior space and
typography in the basic sense, and reveals this relationship in the framework of the
topography of environmental perception. The aim here is to come up with an
interdisciplinary approach and to approach the typology in the spatial context and to
establish the typography-space interface, which is usually being explored on the
graphic design top.

In the first part of the thesis, the purpose, scope and method of the thesis are
presented. In the second part of the thesis, typography is considered as a means of
communication and environmental perception and has been examined within the
context of the superset. In this section, typography is also defined as a form of
expression and representation, and in this context the relationship with semiotics has
been explained.

In the third chapter of the thesis, the relationship between typography and
interior space is defined and this relation is examined through examples. Within the
scope of the thesis, in order to be able to understand typography better with the space
and to be able to better understand the social and economic situation of the day, the
typography - space relation is examined in four sub - chapters. These titles are;
Ideological message, informational message, religious message, and visual impactcorporate identity.

In the fourth part of the thesis, the parking spaces that constitute the subheading of the study are concentrated. In this section, the basic design principles and
functional requirements of the parking spaces are examined and besides, the concepts
of navigation, such as direction finding, sign systems, have been defined. In closed
parking spaces, typographic expressions are transformed into visual values besides
knowledge, and they are part of design. Walls and spaces are transformed into
patterns and texts of visual information equipped with typography. For this reason, it
can be said that typography is very important in terms of interior architecture
character and affects the interior space.

The reasons for the selection of closed parking areas as field work can be listed as
follows:
1. Indoor car parks are perceived differently from other places due to their size. Like
airports, hospitals, closed car parks serve a large number of users and the user is aims
to get to where he wants in a very short time. The user aims to go to the point where
he wants to go from the shortest route and as soon as possible. Information about the
inner circle is usually given in parking lots with typographic information and
signaling systems. Understanding how this information is given can give us the
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influence of the design of the typographic information in the interior and how it is
perceived by the user.
2. Indoor car parks contain more visual information and messages than other places
(usually) because they are closed to the outside world.

The analysis of the field study and the relationship between the typography
and the interior space are examined in the closed parking areas in the fifth chapter. In
selected. These car parks stand out in terms of reflecting the latest design concept, an
innovative interior attitude exhibits, transforming into an interior architecture
component with the acquisition of typography information. In the two interior
spaces, typographic expressions are examined together with their spatial conditions,
visual comparison and formal analysis are made.

It is understood that the interior of the typography is laid out in three main
contexts. It can be said as aiming to providing information, to provide information
and to create a design component. Particularly, the third title brings a spatial value of
typography and presents a confusion as a spatial identity item. The thesis studies
reveal the spatial form of typography in the space through readings, analysis and
visual analysis. Analysis based on two car park examples show that similar
informing actions are performed differently and the typographic language is
different. In other words, in both cases, similar information was tried to be given
differently, which led to the formation of different typographic and visual
expressions.
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